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a b s t r a c t

We consider suspensions of neutrally-buoyant finite-size rigid spherical particles in channel flow and inves-

tigate the relation between the particle dynamics and the mean bulk behavior of the mixture for Reynolds

numbers 500 ≤ Re ≤ 5000 and particle volume fraction 0 ≤ � ≤ 0.3, via fully resolved numerical simula-

tions. Analysis of the momentum balance reveals the existence of three different regimes: laminar, turbulent

and inertial shear-thickening depending on which of the stress terms, viscous, Reynolds or particle stress,

is the major responsible for the momentum transfer across the channel. We show that both Reynolds and

particle stress dominated flows fall into the Bagnoldian inertial regime and that the Bagnold number can

predict the bulk behavior although this is due to two distinct physical mechanisms. A turbulent flow is char-

acterized by larger particle dispersion and a more uniform particle distribution, whereas the particulate-

dominated flows is associated with a significant particle migration towards the channel center where the

flow is smooth laminar-like and dispersion low. Interestingly, the collision kernel shows similar values in the

different regimes, although the relative particle velocity and clustering clearly vary with inertia and particle

concentration.

© 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Introduction

Particles suspended in a carrier fluid can be found in many biolog-

ical, geophysical and industrial flows. Some obvious examples are the

blood flow in the human body, pyroclastic flows from volcanos, sed-

imentations in sea beds, fluidized beds and slurry flows. Moreover,

the knowledge of the particle dynamics is relevant, among others,

in biomechanical applications for extracorporeal devices and forma-

tion of clots. Suspensions are typically employed to transport and mix

particles by means of a carrier fluid (Eckstein et al., 1977). The over-

all effect of particles on the flow dynamics has therefore a significant

impact on the energy consumption of biological and industrial pro-

cesses. Despite the numerous applications, however, it is still difficult

to estimate the force needed to drive suspensions and the internal

dissipation mechanisms are not fully understood, especially in a tur-

bulent flow. Unlike single phase flows where the pressure drop can

be accurately predicted as a function of the Reynolds number and the

properties of the wall surface (roughness effects), additional parame-

ters become relevant in the presence of a suspended phase when the
∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +46 760833694.

E-mail address: imanl@mech.kth.se (I. Lashgari).
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roperties of the particles (size, shape, density, stiffness, volume frac-

ion, and mass fraction) affect the overall dynamics of the suspension.

he behavior of these multiphase flows becomes even more compli-

ated when the particle volume fraction is high, inertial effects are

on-negligible and particles have finite size, i.e. size of the order of

he relevant flow structures (Campbell, 1990).

In this study we focus on non-colloidal suspensions, mixtures

here the dispersed particles are greater than colloidal in size and

hermal fluctuations are negligible. As Brownian motion is negligi-

le there is no diffusion to create an equilibrium structure making

he problem one of fundamental non-equilibrium physics. The aim of

his study is to gain physical understanding of the role of the fluctua-

ions induced by the suspended phase and their coupling to the mean

ow, the effect of particle inertia and the modifications of the parti-

le interactions when increasing the (bulk flow) Reynolds number. As

hown also here, it is fundamental to examine the local particle con-

entration, migration and segregation for a full comprehension of the

ransport processes at work. Inhomogeneities in the particle distri-

ution are documented at low and finite Reynolds numbers, e.g. the

o-called Segre–Silberberg effect (Segré and Silberberg, 1961). Here

e document how the interactions between the turbulent flow struc-

ures and particle-induced disturbances alter the macroscopic flow

ehavior.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmultiphaseflow.2015.09.008
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/ijmultiphaseflow
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Fig. 1. The instantaneous particle arrangement for (a) a turbulent-like flow, Re = 5000

& � = 0.1, and (b) a particle-stress dominated flow, Re = 2500 and � = 0.3. The

streamwise and spanwise coordinates and particle diameters are shown at their ac-

tual size, however the wall normal coordinate is stretched for a better visualization.

The particle diameter is equal to h/5. (For interpretation of the references to color in

this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Only a few studies have been devoted to the inertial flow of sus-

ensions in the presence of finite size particles. Matas et al. (2003)

erformed experiments with a suspension of neutrally buoyant par-

icles in pipe flow and defined the laminar and turbulent regimes ac-

ording to the spectra of the pressure fluctuations between the inlet

nd exit of the pipe. The critical Reynolds number separating the ex-

stence of the two regimes exhibits a non-monotonic behavior with

he volume fractions for large enough particles. This result is par-

ially reproduced by the numerical simulations in Yu et al. (2013).

ince velocity fluctuations exist at all Reynolds numbers, these au-

hors choose the streamwise velocity perturbation kinetic energy as

he criterion to distinguish between laminar and turbulent flow. A

ore detailed study on the transition of finite-size particle suspen-

ions is performed by Loisel et al. (2013) for a fixed volume fraction

f about 5%. The observed reduction of the critical Reynolds num-

er is explained by the breakdown of the coherent flow structures

o smaller and more energetic eddies, which prevents the flow re-

aminarization when decreasing the Reynolds number. The character-

stics of a fully turbulent channel flow laden with finite-size particles

re presented in Picano et al. (2015), such as the decrease in the Von

arman constant with increasing volume fraction and the increase in

he overall drag.

The present work extends the analysis of Lashgari et al. (2014) on

he inertial flow of suspensions of finite-size neutrally buoyant spher-

cal particles. In this previous study, we document the existence of

hree different regimes when varying Reynolds number, Re, and par-

icle volume fraction, �. A laminar-like regime where viscous stress

xhibits the strongest contribution to the total stress, a turbulent-like

egime where the turbulent Reynolds stress mainly determines the

omentum transfer across the channel (see also Picano et al., 2015)

nd a third regime, denoted as inertial shear-thickening, character-

zed by a significant enhancement of the wall shear stress that is not

ue to an increment of the Reynolds stress but due to the strong con-

ribution of the particle stress. In the present work, we move our at-

ention from the bulk flow behavior to the local behavior by studying

n detail the particle dynamics, single and pair particle statistics. In

articular, we examine the particle local volume fraction, dispersion

oefficients and collision kernels for the three regimes introduced in

ashgari et al. (2014). Our dataset is based on fully resolved numerical

imulations of the two-phase system.

We aim to connect our results to the seminal work by Bagnold

1954). Using experimental data of a suspension of neutrally buoyant

olid particles in an annular domain between two concentric cylin-

ers, Bagnold understood that the shearing of closely spaced parti-

les would generate a normal or dispersive stress in addition to the

hear stress (Hunt et al., 2002). He used the ratio between the grain

nertia and the viscous stress to define different flow regimes. The

iscous and inertial regimes introduced by Bagnold are character-

zed by a linear and quadratic relation between the wall shear/normal

tress and the shear rate, respectively. Inspired by Bagnold’s experi-

ent, Fall et al. (2010) performed a similar study in plane Couette

ow; these authors show a smooth transition from the Newtonian

viscous) to the Bagnoldian (inertial) regime by increasing the shear-

ate. The laminar flow at high volume fractions behaves similarly to

ry granular flows (Campbell, 1990): the flow experiences discon-

inuous shear-thickening and fast particle migration toward the re-

ions of low shear. Both effects (shear-thickening and particle migra-

ion towards region with low shear) have been observed in several

revious investigations of dense suspensions at low Reynolds num-

er, see Hampton et al. (1997), Brown and Jaeger (2009) and Yeo and

axey (2011) among others. Shear-thickening at higher volume frac-

ions is examined among others in Haddadi and Morris (2014) who

learly identify the role of friction among particles in relative motion.

he origin of shear-thickening at lower volume fractions and in the

resence of non-negligible inertia is attributed to an additional ex-

luded volume, i.e., the shadow region behind each particle where it
s very unlikely to find a second particle, see Picano et al. (2013). The

ffective volume fraction of the suspension increases because of the

hadow region (a region with statistically vanishing relative particle

ux) around the particles. Particle migration across the channel is not

n inertial effect and is observed also in Stokes flow at high volume

ractions (Yeo and Maxey, 2011). The particles tend to migrate from

egions of high to low shear due to the imbalance of the normal stress

esulting from the particle interactions (Guazzelli and Morris, 2011).

Less is known of the inertial Bagnoldian regime. It is worth men-

ioning that, for the same bulk behavior, the Bagnoldian regime can

e either Reynolds stress or particle stress dominated, as deduced

rom the data in Lashgari et al. (2014). This finding motivated the

resent study where we focus on the particle dynamics to understand

he two different underlying physical mechanisms.

Understanding the dynamics of particle dispersion and collisions,

specially when the particle inertia is non-negligible and the suspen-

ion is not dilute, is therefore important due to their direct connec-

ion to the flow bulk properties, as also demonstrated in this study.

he mutual and hydrodynamic interactions between the particles

roduce irregular motions, promote lateral migration from the in-

tantaneous average particle trajectories and induce dispersion (for

ore details see Eckstein et al., 1977; Breedveld et al., 1998; Sierou

nd Brady, 2004). As an example, we report in Fig. 1 the instanta-

eous particle distribution for two different regimes: (i) a turbulent

ow where transport is mainly determined by the Reynolds stresses

nd (ii) a shear-thickening flow dominated by the particle stress.

ote that the wall normal direction is amplified by a factor 5 for

he sake of clarity and the particle colors represent the magnitude

f their translational velocities. We note a uniform concentration for

he turbulent-like flow (left panel) and an accumulation towards the

hannel center for the flow dominated by the particle stress (right

anel) that will be quantified and analyzed in this paper.

Particle collisions are also relevant to the total momentum trans-

er and can be estimated from the relative position and velocity of

he particle pairs (Sundaram and Collins, 1997): these can be di-

ectly connected to the particle diffusivity in the cross-stream direc-

ion and to accumulation in specific regions (Cunha and Hinch, 1996;

eade and Collins, 2000; de Motta et al., 2012). The opposite is true

or Brownianan suspensions where the particle concentration varia-

ion arises from gradient-induced diffusivity (Breedveld et al., 1998),

nd finite-size effects are less important. In this work we show a

trong shear-induced self-diffusivity at high particle volume fractions

hich is not dependent on the Reynolds number and plays an impor-
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Fig. 2. Particle settling velocity versus observation time; the solid line represents the

numerical results whereas the dots are the experimental data from ten Cate et al.

(2002).
tant role in the collision dynamics and eventually on the bulk flow

behavior.

This paper is organized as follows. We discuss the governing equa-

tions, the numerical method and validations in Section 2. The results

of the simulations are discussed in Section 3, whereas conclusions

and final remarks are presented in Section 4.

Governing equations and numerical method

Governing equations

We study the motion of suspended rigid neutrally buoyant parti-

cles in a Newtonian carrier fluid. The Navier–Stokes and continuity

equations govern the motion of the fluid phase,

ρ

(
∂u

∂t
+ u · ∇u

)
= −∇P + μ∇2u + ρf,

(1)

∇ · u = 0,

where μ and P are the fluid viscosity and pressure respectively and

ρ is the density of both fluid and particles. Here we denote the span-

wise, streamwise and wall-normal coordinates as (x, y, z) with corre-

sponding velocities u = (u, v, w), see Fig. 1. The force on the fluid, f,

is due to the presence of the finite-size particles. The motion of the

particles is governed by the Newton–Euler equations

mp dUp
c

dt
= Fp

,

(2)

Ip d���p
c

dt
= Tp

,

where mp and Ip are the mass and moment inertia of particle p, U
p
c

and ���p
c the velocity and rotation rate and Fp and Tp the net force and

moment resulting from hydrodynamic and particle–particle interac-

tions that for particles read

F p =
∮
∂Vp

[−PI + μ(∇u + ∇uT )] · ndS + Fc,

(3)

T p =
∮
∂Vp

r ×
{

[−PI + μ(∇u + ∇uT )] · n
}

dS + Tc.

In these equations ∂Vp represents the surface of the particles with

unit normal vector n. The radial distance from the center of the par-

ticle is denoted by r and the force and torque resulting from particle-

particle (particle-wall) contacts are indicated by Fc and Tc. The equa-

tions for the fluid and particle phase are coupled by the no slip and

no penetration conditions on each point X on the surface of a particle,

i.e. u(X) = Up(X) = U
p
c +���p

c × r. We use here an Immersed Bound-

ary Method (Breugem, 2012), where this condition is satisfied indi-

rectly by applying the forcing f on the right hand side of the Navier–

Stokes equations.

Numerical method

We employ a Navier–Stokes solver coupled with an Immersed

Boundary Method (IBM) to follow the motion of the fluid and rigid

spheres in the domain. The direct forcing method was originally pro-

posed by Uhlmann (2005) and modified by Breugem (2012) to ensure

second-order spatial accuracy. An Eulerian fixed mesh is used for the

fluid phase and a Lagrangian mesh to represent the moving surface

of the particles. The IBM forcing imposes no-slip and no-penetration

boundary conditions on the surface of the particles. When the dis-

tance between particles or with a wall becomes smaller or of the or-

der of the mesh size, the interactions between the particles include

an additional lubrication correction. Surface roughness effects are ac-

counted for at very close approach. Finally, a soft-sphere collision
odel is employed to model collisions/contacts from the relative ve-

ocity and (slight) overlap of colliding particles. (see the Appendix of

ambert et al. (2013) for more details). The IBM code has been used

o study passive and active suspensions by Lambert et al. (2013) and

icano et al. (2013, 2015).

alidation

The accuracy of the code has been verified against several test

ases in Breugem (2012). In particular, the benchmark cases include:

1) Flow through a regular array of spheres at solid volume frac-

tion of 6.5% for which 2nd order accuracy has been shown to-

gether with excellent agreement with theoretical predictions in

Hasimoto (1959).

2) Lubrication force between 2 spheres: accurate predictions up to

a gap width of 2.5% of the sphere radius at resolution D/dx = 32

(see Breugem (2010) and accuracy test at 1 specific gap width in

Breugem (2012)).

3) Drafting–kissing–tumbling interaction between two spheres for

which 2nd order accuracy is confirmed.

4) Validations of the global suspension behavior are reported in

Picano et al. (2013, 2015).

5) The code has also been compared with the experimental data by

ten Cate et al. (2002) on a falling spherical particle in a closed

rectangular container. The container dimensions were as in the

experiment: 100 × 100 × 160 mm3 in the 2 horizontal and the

vertical directions, respectively. The diameter of the nylon sphere

was 15 mm. The mass density of the nylon sphere was 1120 kg/m3.

The mass density of the working fluid, silicon oil in this case, was

960 kg/m3 (so the mass density ratio = 1.17). The dynamic viscos-

ity of the working fluid is 0.058 kg/(ms) for estimated Reynolds

number Re ≈ 31.9. Fig. 2 shows the particle velocity as a function

of time; the dots are the experimental data. The small difference

at early time is probably related to the different release procedure

in simulations and experiments.

In this work, we further validate the code by comparing the tra-

ectory of a particle pair in homogeneous shear flow against the

ork of Kulkarni and Morris (2008a). These authors employ a Lattice-

oltzmann method to study the effect of particle inertia in a lam-

nar flow. We choose the same box size of 20a × 20a × 20a with

the particle radius and place the origin of the coordinate system

t the center of the box. The two particles are initially positioned

t X1 = (0, −4.85a, 0.32a) and X2 = (0, +4.85a,−0.32a) and move
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X1 = (0,−4.85a, 0.32a) and X2 = (0,+4.85a,−0.32a). The particle radius a = 0.05.

The solid line indicates our simulation while open circles are the reference data in

Kulkarni and Morris (2008a). The arrows show the initial direction of the particle

velocities.
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n opposite direction. The particle Reynolds number Rep = γ̇ a2

ν = 0.1

ith γ̇ the imposed shear rate and ν the fluid kinematic viscosity.

he initial particle velocity is the same as the local fluid velocity at

he center of the particle and the initial rotation is equal to half the

ocal fluid vorticity. The trajectory of the particle centers is displayed

n Fig. 3 together with the data from Kulkarni and Morris (2008a)

open circles). The arrows display the direction of the particle veloc-

ty at the initial time. The results show a good agreement: the particle

rajectories deviate away from the centerline after their interaction

a typical inertial effect).

low configuration and numerical setup

We simulate a channel flow with periodic boundary conditions in

oth streamwise and spanwise directions. The box-size is 6h × 2h ×
h in the streamwise, wall-normal and spanwise directions. The par-

icles are neutrally buoyant and all have the same radius, a = h/10.

he Reynolds number is defined as Re = 2hUb
ν , where Ub is the fluid

ulk velocity of the entire mixture and ν is the fluid kinematic viscos-

ty. A wide range of parameters have been considered; the Reynolds

umber 500 ≤ Re ≤ 5000, and the particle volume fraction 0 ≤ � ≤
.3. The number of particles for the highest volume fraction, � = 0.3,

s 2580. The simulations start with a high amplitude localized dis-

urbance in the form of two counter-rotating streamwise vorticities

Henningson and Kim, 1991) to efficiently trigger turbulence, if the

eynolds number is high enough for it to be sustained (Lashgari et al.,

015). The particles are randomly positioned at time zero, with veloc-

ty equal to the local fluid velocity and rotation equal to half the local

uid vorticity.

For the simulations presented in this work we employ 480 ×
60 × 240 uniform Eulerian grid points in the streamwise, wall-

ormal and spanwise directions and 746 Lagrangian grid points to

over the surface of each particle. The simulation time to get the sta-

istical convergence varies depending on the Reynolds number and

article concentration. As an example, for the case of Re = 2500 and

= 0.3 we run for about 1100 time units corresponding to about

5,000 time steps. To check if the results are statistically converged,

e repeat the analysis using half of the number of the samples

nd compare the outcome with the one from the total number of

amples.
esults

In this work we study the local properties of the particulate flow,

n particular particle distributions, dispersions and collisions, and

onnect the results with the bulk flow regimes identified in Lashgari

t al. (2014).

nertial regimes and Bagnold theory

In this section, we analyze in detail the momentum budget of the

wo phase flow and provide a comparison with the seminal work by

agnold (1954). Batchelor (1970) was probably the first to derive an

nalytical expression for the bulk stress of suspensions of rigid parti-

les and to discuss the relation between the macroscopic properties

f a homogenous suspension and the flow structures at the particle

cales. He assumed that (i) the bulk stress depends on the instan-

aneous particles configuration in a flow element containing a large

umber of particles; and (ii) the configuration in each element de-

ends on the history of the motion (memory effect). This shows the

mportance of the local microstructure and of its time history to de-

ermine the bulk behavior of the suspension. For colloidal suspen-

ions in the inertialess regime, the relation between the particle and

ulk scale structures are thoroughly reviewed by Morris (2009).

We employ the phase-averaged momentum equations following

he formulation developed in Marchioro et al. (1999), Prosperetti

2004) and Zhang and Prosperetti (2010) where the effect of spatial

on-uniformity over a finite scale larger than the particle size has

een taken into account, unlike in the original formulation by Batch-

lor. The phase average momentum equation on the volume V with

oundary S(V) reads (Zhang and Prosperetti, 2010)∫
V
(ξaaap + (1 − ξ)aaa f ) dV =

∮
S(V)

[ξσσσ p + (1 − ξ)σσσ f ] · n dS, (4)

here ξ is the phase indicator with values ξ = 0 and ξ = 1 for the

uid and particle phases. The stress and acceleration of the fluid and

article phase are denoted by σσσ f , aaa f , σσσ p and aaap, respectively. Assum-

ng statistical homogeneity in the streamwise and spanwise direc-

ions, one can obtain an expression for the stress budget across the

hannel (see for the detail of the derivations, the Appendix of Picano

t al. (2015))

τ(z/h)

ρ
= −〈v′t w′t〉 + ν(1 − ϕ)

dV f

dz
+ ϕ

ρ

〈
σ p

yz

〉
= ν

dV f

dz

∣∣∣∣
w

(
1 − z

h

)
,

(5)

here τ (z/h) is the total stress as a function of wall normal coor-

inate, z, normalized by the channel half width, h, and Vf is the

treamwise fluid velocity. The first term in the stress budget is the to-

al Reynolds stress,
τR
ρ = 〈v′t w′t〉 = (1 − ϕ)〈v′ f w′ f 〉 + ϕ〈v′pw′p〉, con-

isting of the fluid and particle Reynolds stress weighted by local par-

icle volume fraction, ϕ. The second term,
τV
ρ = ν(1 − ϕ) dV f

dz
, is the

iscous stress whereas the third term,
τP
ρ = ϕ

ρ 〈σ p
yz〉, is the stress due

o the particles. The sum of the three terms is a linear function across

he channel, as for a classic turbulent flow (Pope, 2000), with the wall

hear stress τw
ρ = ν dV f

dz

∣∣
w

. The expression for the particle stress is dis-

ussed in detail in Batchelor (1970), Kulkarni and Morris (2008b) and

hang and Prosperetti (2010). Following Batchelor (1970), the particle

tress in the absence of an external torque reads

p
i j

= 1

V
�V

∫
Ap

1

2
{σikx j + σ jkxi}nkdA

− 1

V
�V

∫
Vp

1

2
ρ{ f ′

i x j + f ′
jxi}dV + σ c

i j, (6)

here x is the material point, f ′
i

is the local acceleration of the par-

icle relative to the average acceleration, Ap and Vp are the particle
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Fig. 4. Profiles of (a) the normalized Reynolds stress and (b) the particle stress across the channel for the cases indicated in the inset.
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surface area and volume and σi j = −Pδi j + μ(
∂ui
∂x j

+ ∂u j

∂xi
) is the fluid

stress tensor. The first term on the right hand side is the hydrody-

namic stresslet resulting from the symmetric part of the shear stress.

This is related to effective viscosity in dilute suspension (Prosperetti,

2004). The second term is the stress related to the particle acceler-

ation and rotation with respect to the neighboring flow and the last

term is the inter-particle stress which depends on the near-field par-

ticle interactions and particle collisions.

The wall-normal profiles of the normalized Reynolds and parti-

cle stresses,
τR
τw

and
τP
τw

, are displayed in Fig. 4 for flows at low and

high particle volume fractions, � = 0.05 and � = 0.3. The cases at

� = 0.05 and Re > 2500 are characterized by a dominant contribu-

tion of the Reynolds stresses with significant particle stress only in

the near-wall region. At high volume fractions, � = 0.3, on the con-

trary, the particle stress accounts for more than 75% of the total stress

and the Reynolds stress is significant only in the intermediate region

between the wall and centerline. As we will discuss in detail, the par-

ticle accumulation in the core region and in the layer close to the wall

explains the high particle stress in the dense suspensions. Finally, we

note that the major contribution to the total stress is due to the vis-

cous forces at � = 0.05 and Re = 1000. By increasing the Reynolds

number at fixed �, the Reynolds stresses increase sharply when the

flow becomes turbulent while the particle stress slightly decreases.

To understand the role of the different transport mechanisms on

the bulk flow behavior in the range of Reynolds numbers and parti-

cle volume fractions investigated, we show in Fig. 5 (panels (a), (b),

and (c)) maps of the relative contribution of viscous, Reynolds and

particle stress to the total momentum transfer integrated across the

channel. The dashed lines represent iso-levels of 25%, 50% and 75%

of the total stress. The region where the viscous stress is more than

50% of the total stress is limited to Re < 1900 and � < 0.13. In this re-

gion, the action of viscous dissipation overcomes inertia. The contour

lines in Fig. 5(b) show the non-monotonic behavior of the Reynolds

stress which is also an indication of the level of fluctuations in the

flow. This trend is in agreement with previous experimental and nu-

merical findings (Matas et al., 2003; Yu et al., 2013), where the au-

thors report a non-monotonic behavior of the critical conditions for

the occurrence of turbulent flow when increasing the particle vol-

ume fraction. The contribution of the Reynolds stress is more than

50% of the total for Re > 2000 and � < 0.1: the fluid and particle

phases induce strong fluctuations that cannot be damped by viscous

dissipation. The region with � > 0.13 is characterized by values of the

particle stress larger than 50% of the total stress. In this region, we ex-

pect a high level of hydrodynamic and particle–particle interactions

that induce strong particle stresses. Based on Fig. 5(b) and (c), the

rate at which the particle stress contribution is increasing with Re is

similar to the rate at which the Reynolds shear stress contribution is

R

ncreasing (the lines have similar slopes). This suggests that for high

the flow will not be dominated by turbulent transport when in-

reasing the Reynolds number (Lashgari et al., 2014)

Finally, we display the effective viscosity in Fig. 5(d) . Follow-

ng previous literature, we define the effective viscosity as the nor-

alized wall shear stress divided by the shear at the wall of the

orresponding laminar flow, μr = τw/τ0 (Cokelet, 1999). We ob-

erve a monotonic increase of the dissipation when increasing both

he Reynolds number and the particle volume fraction. The regions

here the contribution of each stress term is more than 50% of the

otal (see panels (a), (b) and (c)) are depicted on the map of panel

d) by solid blue lines. Following Lashgari et al. (2014), these regions,

hown in the direction of the arrows in panel (d), represent the lam-

nar, turbulent and inertial shear-thickening regimes where the vis-

ous, Reynolds and particle stress contribute the most to the momen-

um transfer. The three transport mechanisms coexist with different

elevance depending on the Reynolds number and particle volume

raction.

To continue our analysis, we first recall the work by Bagnold

1954) on inertial suspensions. This author introduces what is known

s the Bagnold number, Ba = 4Rep

√
λ, where λ = 1

(0.74/�)1/3−1
is the

inear concentration computed as the ratio between the particle di-

meter and the average radial separation distance and Rep, the par-

icle Reynolds number. This non-dimensional parameter represents

he ratio between inertial and viscous stresses and it is shown to de-

cribe the bulk behavior of the suspensions reasonably well. Bagnold

efines a macro-viscous regime, Ba < 40, at low Reynolds number and

ow particle volume fraction where the relation between the stress

nd shear-rate is linear (similar to a Newtonian flow). The Bagnoldian

egime, instead, Ba > 450, appears at higher Reynolds numbers and

article volume fractions and is characterized by a quadratic depen-

ence of the stress on the shear-rate.

The effective viscosity pertaining our simulations is depicted ver-

us the Bagnold number in Fig. 6 for four representative values of the

article volume fraction. Interestingly, we observe that the effective

iscosity of the suspension is almost constant when Ba < 40, as ex-

ected in the macro-viscous regime where the shear stress depends

inearly on the Bagnold number (constant effective viscosity). When

a > 70, all the curves collapse on a single line (see Fig. 5(d)) and the

ffective viscosity varies linearly with the Bagnold number.

These results suggest that both the Reynolds and particle stress

ominated flows fall into the Bagnoldian inertial regime: the same

alue of the Bagnold number and the same dissipation (effective

iscosity) may therefore be explained by two different underlying

hysical mechanisms. The shear stress due to the residual turbu-

ence becomes negligible when increasing the grain concentration,

s predicted by Bagnold, and the particle stress takes the place of the

eynolds stress in the transport of momentum across the channel. At
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Fig. 5. Contour map of the percentage contribution of (a) viscous stress, (b) Reynolds stress and (c) particle stress to the total momentum transport integrated across the channel.

The isolines show the boundary of the regions in the map where the contribution of each term is more than 25%, 50% and 75%. (d) Contour map of effective viscosity, the normalized

wall shear stress divided by the shear at the wall of the corresponding laminar flow. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web

version of this article.)
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representative values of the volume fraction φ.
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ery high volume fraction the dynamics of the flow resemble granular

edia where the effect of interstitial fluid is negligible and the inter-

article collision is the main transport mechanism (Balachandar and

aton, 2010).

ingle particle statistics

The single particle statistics are computed by considering quan-

ities related to each individual particle and taking ensemble aver-
ge over time and space. In particular, we extract the local volume

raction, mean and rms velocities of the particles as a function of the

all-normal coordinate z.

The wall-normal profiles of the local particle volume fraction are

hown in Fig. 7 for different Reynolds numbers and particle vol-

me fractions, covering the three different regimes introduced above.

ased on the phase diagram in Fig. 5(d), we see that in the lami-

ar regime the particles accumulate in the intermediate region be-

ween the wall and the channel centerline, 0.2 � z/h � 0.8 ( cf. data

or Re = 500, � = 0.05 and � = 0.1). This appears to be due to the

egre–Silberberg effect (Segré and Silberberg, 1961), an inertial ef-

ect (inertial migration) resulting from particle–fluid interactions, in

articular explained in the dilute regime by the balance between

he Saffman lift (Saffman, 1965) and inhomogeneous shear rate and

all effects (see also McLaughlin, 1991, 1993; Cherukat and McLaugh-

in, 1994; Schonberg and Hinch, 1989). The Segre–Silberberg effect is

ocumented also at finite Reynolds numbers and volume fractions in

he work by Matas et al. (2004) where it is shown that the particle

quilibrium position moves closer to the wall when increasing the

eynolds number, i.e. increasing inertial effects.

The data in the figure show that increasing the Reynolds num-

er while keeping a low volume fraction the flow becomes turbu-

ent and the particle distribution is almost uniform across the chan-

el, except in the near wall region due to the one sided wall–particle

nteractions. The particle distribution is homogenized by the action

f the Reynolds stresses for the flow cases at Re = {2500, 5000} and

= {0.05, 0.1}, which are in the turbulent region of the phase dia-

ram in Fig. 5(d).
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Fig. 7. Wall-normal profiles of the local volume fraction for different values of the Reynolds number Re and volume fraction �, see inset.
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The particle distribution in the inertial shear-thickening regime,

i.e. � = 0.3, exhibits a completely different behavior with a signifi-

cant accumulation of the particles in the core region. The tendency

of the particles to migrate toward the channel centerline is not per se

an inertial effect (shear-induced migration) and is attributed to the

imbalance of the normal stresses in the wall-normal direction (see

Fall et al., 2010; Yeo and Maxey, 2011; Guazzelli and Morris, 2011, for

more details). When particle layers are sheared over each other, nor-

mal particle stress tends to push the particle layers further apart from

each other which causes migration towards the core. Nott and Brady

(1994) first documented particle migration towards the core region

at Re = 0. This effect is also evident from the data presented here as

the profile of the local volume fraction does not change considerably

increasing the Reynolds number from 500 to 5000. The local particle

volume fraction in the core region approaches the value for a ran-

dom loose packing; here the particles experience an almost uniform

translational velocity, of the same magnitude as the carrier flow in

some sort of plug flow, see discussion below. We find a peak of the

local particle volume fraction at z/h = 0.1 also at the highest volume

fraction under investigation, corresponding to particle layering at the

wall. Once a particle approaches the wall it tends to stay there be-

cause the interaction with neighboring suspended particles is asym-

metric and the strong near-wall lubrication force hinders departing

motions.

We finally note that, as we increase the particle volume fraction

above � = 0.2 at fixed Reynolds number, Re = 500, the particle dis-

tribution changes from that typical of the Segre–Silberberg effect

(due to the fluid–particle interactions) to display a significant accu-

mulation in the core region due to the particle–particle interactions

(shear-induced migration).

The mean and rms particle velocities are depicted in Fig. 8 for

some of the representative cases above. Fig. 8(a) shows the mean

streamwise velocity component to highlight the slip velocities at the

s

all. The velocity profile is closer to the parabolic single-phase profile

or the laminar cases, while it becomes blunt in the turbulent and in-

rtial shear-thickening regimes. Increasing the Reynolds number, the

ean flow becomes more uniform across the channel. The fluctuation

rms) velocities, Fig. 8(b)–(d), have also nonzero values at the wall:

he level of fluctuations is higher for the turbulent cases and lower

or the laminar flows, as expected. Interestingly, the level of particle

elocity fluctuations of the inertial shear thickening regime (in par-

icular for the cases Re = 2500, � = 0.3 and Re = 5000, � = 0.3) is

imilar to that of the turbulent flows closer to the wall, z/h < 0.35,

nd closer to the laminar values towards the centerline, z/h > 0.65.

his observation suggests that the dynamics of the inertial shear-

hickening flows are similar to that of the laminar flow in the core of

he channel and to that of the turbulent flow in the near-wall region.

he low level of fluctuations in the core region results from the signif-

cant particle accumulation discussed above, which also explains the

arge particle stress in the inertial shear-thickening regime. Finally,

e note that the peak of the wall-normal velocity fluctuations is lo-

ated at z/h = 0.1 for all the cases (except Re = 500 and � = 0.05),

ndicating the relevance of the impact with the wall. The peak moves

o z/h = 0.2 for the streamwise and spanwise components of the ve-

ocity fluctuations.

article dispersion

To understand the dynamics of the interactions in the

ow, we study the particle dispersion. The hydrodynamic and

article–particle interactions induce lateral forces and diffuse the

articles away from their initial path. The dispersion is quantified by

he variance of the particle displacement (Cunha and Hinch, 1996;

anoschek, 2013). Here, we compute the mean-square displacement

f the particle trajectories, Xp(t) = [xp(t), yp(t), zp(t)], as a function

f the time interval �t, averaging over all times, t, and particles, p,

ampling after the initial transient in the flow development. For the
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Fig. 8. Wall-normal profiles of the mean particle streamwise velocity component and of the 3 particle rms velocities for the different values of Re and � indicated by the inset.
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panwise component, xp(t), it reads

�x2
p(�t)〉 = 〈[xp(t + �t) − xp(t)]2〉p,t . (7)

he sampling time for diffusion must be larger in the case of lower

, since the fewer interactions between the particles require more

ime to reach the statistical convergence (Sierou and Brady, 2004).

he particle diffusion coefficients in the spanwise direction can then

e calculated by measuring the slope of the mean square displace-

ent, at large �t,

xx = 〈�x2
p(�t)〉

2�t
. (8)

he normalized correlation of the spanwise displacements is defined

y

xx(�t) = 〈xp(t + �t)xp(t)〉p,t − 〈xp(t) >2

〈xp(t)2〉 − 〈xp(t)〉2
, (9)

nd it is used to quantify memory effects. The particle correlation and

ean square displacement can be directly connected, only for large

t, by

xx(�t) = 1 + −Dxx�t

〈xp(t)2〉 − 〈xp(t)〉2
. (10)

he same algebra applies for the other components. The spanwise

ean square particle displacement, defined by Eq. (7), is displayed

n Fig.9(a) and (c) as a function of γ̇ �t where γ̇ = Ub
h

is the av-

rage shear-rate across the channel. For all the cases studied, the

ean square dispersion grows initially quadratically. In this ballis-

ic regime, the particle trajectories are correlated and the displace-

ents are proportional to �t so that 〈�x2
p(�t)〉 ∝ (�t)2. The trend

hanges for larger time lags when the classical diffusive behavior is

etrieved. This is induced by particle–particle and hydrodynamic in-

eractions that de-correlate the trajectories in time as shown among
thers by Sierou and Brady (2004) and Janoschek (2013) in Stokes

nd low Reynolds number flows. The asymptotic slope determines

he dispersion coefficient: the highest mean square displacements

re found for Re = 2500 − 5000 and � = 0.05 − 0.1 in the turbulent

egime. The strong fluctuations de-correlate the particles trajectories

n shorter time and promote higher dispersion. The lowest dispersion

s obtained in the simulations at Re = 500 and � = 0.05 − 0.1, i.e. in

he laminar regime where the viscous stress is dominating the flow

ynamics, see Fig. 5.

The asymptotic trend of the mean square displacement of the

ases at � = 0.3 lies in between those of the turbulent and lami-

ar regimes and smoothly increases with the Reynolds number. The

wo dashed black lines in the figure represent therefore the lower

nd upper limit attained at Re = 500 and Re = 5000, the other cases

re lying in between. Thus, in the cases for which the particle stress

rovides the largest contribution to the momentum transfer (inertial

hear-thickening), the diffusion coefficients are well below those of a

urbulent flow. In the core region, the particle dispersion is low due

o the significant particle accumulation, of the order of that in a lam-

nar flow. However, the turbulent stress is still active (see Fig. 4(a)) in

he intermediate region between the wall and the centerline, which

ocally increases mixing. This explains why the overall dispersion in

he inertial shear thickening regimes is between that of the laminar

nd turbulent regimes, as shown in Fig. 9. The Reynolds stress and

article stress dominated regimes exhibit therefore different values

f the particle dispersion even if they assume the same value of the

agnold number.

The wall-normal mean square particle displacement is depicted

n Fig. 9(b) and (d). First, we note that the wall-normal dispersion is

ower than its spanwise counterpart due to the presence of the walls.

he data in Fig. 9(b) and (d) asymptotically approach the value 182,

he maximum possible wall-normal displacement when normalized
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a b

c d

Fig. 9. Mean square particle displacement in the spanwise (a, c) and wall-normal direction (b, d) for the cases indicated in the inset. The thick black lines with arrows indicate the

range of values assumed by flows in the inertial shear-thickening regime.
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with the particle radius. As observed for the spanwise dispersion, the

highest and lowest diffusion pertain to the turbulent and laminar

flows, whereas inertial shear-thickening flows display intermediate

values. These data on single-particle dispersion provide additional

evidence that two distinct dynamics are at work in the turbulent or

inertial shear-thickening regime, despite they can be both classified

as inertial Bagnoldian flows.

The values of the spanwise dispersion coefficients extrapolated

for larger �t from the data in Fig. 9 are reported in Table 1. The

largest dispersion coefficient is obtained for the case Re = 5000 and

� = 0.05 where the turbulence activity is the strongest and the low-

est one for Re = 500 and � = 0.05 in the laminar regime. As men-

tioned above, the wall-normal mean square displacement is limited

by the walls and therefore its slope does not reach a constant value,

corresponding to a well-defined value of the wall-normal dispersion

coefficient.

Particle-pair statistics

We shall also consider the variations of quantities pertaining pairs

of particles as a function of the distance between their centers, r. As r
pproaches the particle diameter, the near field interactions become

mportant and collisions occur when r become less than one parti-

le diameter. For the details of pair-particle statistics the reader is re-

erred to the Appendix of Sundaram and Collins (1997) among others.

ere, we shortly introduce the Radial Distribution Function, g(r). In a

eference frame with origin at the center of one particle, the RDF is

he averaged number of particle centers located in a shell of radius r

nd r + dr divided by the expected number of particles of a uniform

istribution (see Reade and Collins, 2000; Gualtieri et al., 2009). For-

ally, g(r) is defined as

(r) = 1

4π

dNr

dr

1

r2n0

, (11)

here Nr is the number of particle pairs in a sphere of radius r and

0 = 0.5 ∗ Np(Np − 1)/V the density of particle pairs in the volume V,

ith Np the total number of particles. For small values of r, g(r) reveals

he intensity of the particle clustering whereas g(r) → 1 when r → ∞
uniform distribution).

The dynamics of the particle pair cannot be determined only by

he pair distribution function. Following the study of Sundaram and

ollins (1997), we compute the normal relative velocity of the particle
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Table 1

Dispersion coefficients computed by particle displacements in the spanwise direction.

Re 500 2500 5000 500 2500 5000 500 2500 5000

� 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.3
Dx

γ̇ a2 0.004 0.095 0.1 0.005 0.075 0.085 0.005 0.018 0.023

Fig. 10. (a, d) Pair distribution function, g(r); (b, e) magnitude of relative normal velocity, 〈�v−
n (r)〉; (c, f) magnitude of collision kernel κ(r) = g(r) · 〈�v−

n (r)〉 as a function of the

distance between the particle-pair, r, for different values of Re and �.
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airs as function of r. Considering particles i and j, the normal relative

elocity of the particle pair is obtained as the inner product of their

elative velocity and relative distance (see Gualtieri et al., 2012)

vn(ri j) = (ui − u j) · (ri − r j)

|(ri − r j)| = (ui − u j) · ri j

|ri j| . (12)

The normal relative velocity is a scalar quantity and can be either

egative, �v−
n (rab) = �vn(rab)

∣∣
<0

, for approaching particles or pos-

tive, �v+
n (rab) = �vn(rab)

∣∣
>0

, when the two particles depart from

ach other. The averaged normal relative velocity can be therefore

ecomposed into 〈�vn(r)〉 = 〈�v+
n (r)〉 + 〈�v−

n (r)〉. Finally, the colli-

ion kernel is obtained as the product of g(r) and 〈�v−
n (r)〉 (Sundaram
nd Collins, 1997),

(r) = g(r) · 〈�v−
n (r)〉. (13)

First we compute the Radial Distribution Function, g(r), the nor-

alized probability of finding pair of particles at distance r. The re-

ults are shown in Fig. 10(a) and (d) for several cases covering the

hree different regimes. For all the cases, the maxima of g(r) occur

t r/2a = 1 where the particles are in contact and the collision force

s active. Note that to compute the RDF, r is discretized in the range

f r/2a = [0.9, 4] and the data for r/2a < 1 are not displayed (we

ay have some events where 0.9 < r/2a < 1). Increasing the dis-

ance between the particles, g(r) → 1, as expected. The inertial shear-

hickening cases are characterized by the highest value of g(r/2a = 1)
nd by an additional peak around r/2a = 2 indicating the probability
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Fig. 11. (a) Pair distribution function, g(r = 2a); (b) magnitude of relative normal velocity, 〈�v−
n 〉(r = 2a); (c) magnitude of collision kernel κ(r = 2a) = g(r = 2a) · 〈�v−

n (r = 2a)〉
versus the Reynolds number for the indicated values of the volume fraction �.
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of finding a second layer of the particles. In all the cases, the peak of

g(r) decreases slightly when increasing the Reynolds number as the

inertia tends to decorrelate the particle paths.

We then study the normal relative velocity as function of r,

〈�vn(r)〉. We show the statistics of the magnitude of the negative

relative velocity, 〈�v−
n (r)〉, in Fig. 10(b) and (e); this observable in-

dicates the tendency of the particle pairs to approach each other.

The relative velocity increases almost monotonically with r as the

pairs are more likely to approach with higher speed when farther

away. The highest values of 〈�v−
n (r)〉 occur for the laminar cases and

the lowest in the inertial shear-thickening regime, also the densest

cases (again the relative negative velocity increases smoothly with

the Reynolds number for � = 0.3). The turbulent and inertial shear

thickening flows (the Bagnoldian inertial flows) both exhibit values

of 〈�v−
n (r)〉 lower than the laminar flows.

The physical mechanism for the reduction of 〈�v−
n (r)〉 is how-

ever different. While the turbulent flow tend to homogenize the sus-

pension, the shear induced migration observed in the inertial shear-

thickening regime produces a significant accumulation in the core

region where the particles are transported downstream by the core

flow at almost constant velocity. This suggests that inertia and tur-

bulent eddies determine the local and bulk behavior of the suspen-

sions at low particle volume fraction, whereas particle interactions

and shear-induced migration governs the behavior of the flow at high

particle volume fractions. The latter effect being almost independent

of the flow inertia as discussed above.

Using single particle statistics, we have shown that the parti-

cle dispersion is highest, moderate and low for the turbulent, iner-

tial shear-thickening and laminar flows respectively. On the other

hand, the analyses of the particle-pair statistics, i.e. relative velocity,

show the opposite ordering (laminar, turbulent and inertial shear-

thickening regimes from high to low). This indicates that these two

different aspects of the particle dynamics reflect the presence of the

three different bulk regimes in a different fashion.

The collision kernel, the product of g(r) and 〈�v−
n (r)〉, is de-

picted in Fig. 10(c) and (f). Similarly to the normal relative velocities,

this kernel increases monotonically with the distance r. Interestingly,

the kernel assumes similar values when the particles are in contact

(r/2a = 1) for all the cases studied.
To explain the observation that the kernel function has similar

alues at contact, we display in Fig. 11 the separate contribution of

(r) and 〈�v−
n (r)〉 to the kernel at r/2a = 1. We set the range of

he vertical axes to cover ± 50% of the mean values of the data in

ach plot to ease a visual comparison. The values of g(r/2a = 1) and

�v−
n (r/2a = 1)〉 are almost independent of the Reynolds number;

hey do however increase and decrease with the particle volume frac-

ion in such a way that their product is almost constant and equal to

.022 ± 10% for the collision kernel at r/2a = 1. This unique value

eems to be valid for all the Reynolds numbers and particle volume

ractions studied in the present work as well as those in Lashgari et al.

2014). Note that the statistical error bar for the kernel at r/2a = 1 is

bout 1%.

As shown above, the dynamics of the particles changes consider-

bly across the channel. To this end, we divide the channel into two

egions: region I, close to the walls (0.05 < z/2h < 0.35 and 0.65 <

/2h < 0.95) and region II the middle of the channel (0.35 < z/2h <

.65). Note that the particle centers move in the range 0.05 < z/2h

0.95, as the particle radius a = 0.05.

We thus examine the radial distribution function, negative nor-

al relative velocity and the kernel operator in these regions, lim-

ting the analysis to three flow cases representing the laminar, tur-

ulent and inertial-shear thickening regimes, see Fig. 12. Note that

(r) is normalized by the total number of particle pairs in each of the

wo regions. The normal relative velocity, see Fig. 12(b), is higher in

he near-wall region for all the three cases, a fact attributed to the

trong background shear, however the difference decreases when the

urbulent activity increases. The collision kernels, see Fig. 12(c), re-

eal that the kernel of the inertial shear-thickening flow, Re = 2500

nd � = 0.3, is similar to that of the turbulent flow, Re = 5000 and

= 0.1, near the walls and to that of the laminar flow, Re = 500 and

= 0.05, in the flow bulk. This is inline with the results in Fig. 8 per-

aining the particle velocity fluctuations.

For the inertial shear-thickening flow, the radial distribution func-

ion at contact, g(r/2a = 1), is higher in region II. The difference be-

ween regions I and II is reduced for the turbulent flow, reflecting the

ore uniform particle distribution. The opposite behavior is observed

n the laminar regime where g(r/2a = 1) is instead slightly higher in

egion I.
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a b c

Fig. 12. (a) Pair distribution function, (b) magnitude of relative normal velocity, (a) magnitude of collision kernel as a function of distance between the particle-pair, r, in the

near-wall region I and channel core region II for three configurations. Laminar flow: Re = 500 & � = 0.05, inertial shear-thickening flow: Re = 2500 and � = 0.3 and turbulent

flow: Re = 5000 and � = 0.1.
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onclusion and remarks

We study the flow of suspensions of the finite-size neutrally buoy-

nt particles in a channel, aiming to connect the local particle behav-

or to the bulk flow properties. The analysis is based on data from

irect numerical simulations covering a wide range of Reynolds num-

er, 500 ≤ Re ≤ 5000, and particle volume fraction, 0 ≤ � ≤ 0.3,

here the particles are rigid spheres with fixed ratio between the

article diameter and channel height of 1/10.

The analyses of the stress budget reveal the existence of the

hree different flow regimes: laminar, turbulent and inertial shear-

hickening depending on which of the stress terms, viscous, Reynolds

r particle stress, is the major responsible for the momentum transfer

cross the channel. We show that both Reynolds and particle stress

ominated flows fall into the Bagnoldian inertial regime (Bagnold,

954): the suspension effective viscosity, i.e. the normalized wall

hear stress, from the different simulations collapses when plotted

ersus the Bagnold number. Therefore, turbulent and inertial shear-

hickening flows may share the same Bagnold number while the un-

erlying momentum transport and dissipation are distinct.

Examining the particle distribution we show that in the viscosity

ominated laminar flows, characterized by low particle volume frac-

ion and Reynolds number (� < 0.1 and Re < 1000), the particles tend

o accumulate at certain wall-normal equilibrium positions, a clear

ignature of the Segre–Silberberg effect. The turbulent particle-laden

ow, � < 0.1 and Re > 1500, is instead characterized by a more uni-

orm particle distribution due to the mixing by the turbulent eddies.

t high volume fractions, � > 0.2, we report a significant migration of

he particles toward the channel centerline for all the Reynolds num-

ers under investigation, which explains the large contribution of the

article stress in the so-called inertial shear-thickening regime. The

article accumulation in the core region is not necessarily an inertial

ffect as we observe a negligible variation of the local particle volume

ractions when increasing the Reynolds number.

The mean particle velocity profile becomes more blunt as the

ow regime changes from laminar to either turbulent or particle-

ominated shear-thickening. Interestingly, the velocity fluctuation

mplitudes pertaining the inertial shear-thickening are closer to

hose of the turbulent flow in the near wall region, while they almost
verlap to those of the laminar flow in the vicinity of the channel cen-

erline. The particle dynamics in the inertial shear-thickening regime

ppear therefore to share similarities with both the laminar and tur-

ulent flow depending on the wall-normal position. This is further

onfirmed by examining the spanwise and wall-normal particle dis-

ersion. For the inertial shear-thickening flows the turbulent activity

s limited to the near-wall region while in the center of the channel

he particles form a dense layer and are transported by the smooth

ow of the carrier fluid. As a result of this, the dispersion coefficients

f the inertial shear-thickening regime lie in between those of the

wo other regimes. Finally, we note that both the mean and fluctuat-

ng particle velocities exhibit slip velocities at the wall.

We further consider the pair particle statistics in the three dif-

erent regimes. In particular, we examine the pair distribution func-

ion, g(r), the approaching relative velocities, 〈�v−
n (r)〉, and the col-

ision kernel, κ(r) = g(r)〈�v−
n (r)〉, as a function of the distance be-

ween the particle pairs. The laminar cases show the highest values

f 〈�v−
n (r)〉 and κ(r) while the turbulent flows assume lower values

ue to the homogeneity created by the turbulent eddies. The lowest

alues of 〈�v−
n (r)〉 and κ(r) are found in the inertial shear-thickening

egime, as a consequence of the particle packing in the core region.

eparating the analysis in near-wall and centerline region, we ob-

erve larger values of 〈�v−
n (r)〉 and κ(r) in the wall region due to the

trongest background shear.

We have therefore demonstrated that the local particle dynamics

learly reflects the existence of the different flow regimes. The Bag-

old number is shown to correctly predict the bulk flow behavior for

he parameter range of this study; however, the details of the mo-

entum transport and dissipation are different in the turbulent and

article-dominated regimes at low and high volume fraction, some-

hing which should be considered in any modeling effort. We believe

uture work should consider the role of the particle and fluid inertia

nd the particle dynamics in a mixture of particles of different sizes.
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